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August is over and so is the PlayToy Challenge...

However, September is just starting and you know what that means: We are just one month away
from our Halloween themed challenge. 

And with that in mind, and since the Halloween challenge is as usual, a teams effort... we decided to
make the September Challenge kind of a preparation for that... or to serve as inspiration, whatever... 
The important is to have some fun! 

Now, The Rules:

You must create an image (or as many as you want), with the theme being Classic Horror Movies. 
What makes a movie Classic?
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Let's say, to make this simple: Any horror movie made until the 80's ... 

Must be Regular Gallery approved.
You can use movie posters or movie screenshots and change the original characters to any
politician, actor, singer... 
Heck! Let's say, any celebrity.
 Important: They MUST be changed according to the themed image.
Wich means, Don't just slap Trump's face into Jason's and call it a day. 

It must be edited as part of the movie... 

Basically, Pick a famous actor/actress, politician, whatever and turn it into a
zombie,vampire,hunchback, whatever as long as it's creepy and related to classic horror movies...

For your inspiration, we use some images from the Web on our promo image above. Trump is on
most of them and for that, we apologize but in our defense, try seaching the web for horror images
and most of them are about that guy. 
  
 

Make it funny, make it with a story, whatever you can imagine.

Have Fun! Be Creative and Original! 

To participate, create as many images as you like and post them at the category Monthly and other
challenges (Again,Please, keep it regular gallery 
), and as Title: HM Classic Horror: your title

You have until the end of October to post your image(s). 

Also, remember to sign up for our Halloween Annual Event:  Heromorph-O-Ween . 
 

@import url('https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Nosifer');#imgHMHorror img:hover { transform:
scale(1.5);} .bloodytext { font-family: 'Nosifer', cursive; color: #741212;  text-shadow: 3px 3px 0 #000,
-1px -1px 0 #000, 1px -1px 0 #000, -1px 1px 0 #000,1px 1px 0 #000;  font-size: 150%;}
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